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Stuttgart, 7 November 2015 

Light and extremely precise – Leichtbau BW GmbH presents innovative plastic 

pump wheels manufactured by Werner Bauser GmbH 

Cutting edge lightweight solutions “made in Baden-Württemberg” - the expert plastic 

molding specialists at Werner Bauser GmbH based in Wehingen produce plastic pump 

wheels with an amazing precision to within on hundredth of a millimeter. Leichtbau 

BW presents this innovative development in its premiere for the ThinKing October. 

Every month in its ThinKing series, the state agency features a new innovative 

product or service from the lightweight sector in Germany's southwest region. 

The precision molding to within one hundredth of a millimeter ensures the optimal rotary 

performance pf the plastic pump wheels and minimizes wear as well as noise while keeping 

weight to a minimum. The precision lightweight parts of Werner Bauser GmbH were first 

implemented in motor oil pumps manufactured by the company Scherzinger in Furtwangen. 

The specially designed plastic pump components are crafted out of carbon fiber reinforced 

polyether ether ketone (PEEK).  

By using plastic pump wheels, Werner Bauser has been able to reduce weight by 80% 

compared to metal products. The weight reduction also lowers the products mass inertia. In 

comparison to metal parts, the implementation of the plastic gears reduces the energy 

required by one fifth. The result is that less drive power is required for the operational 

dynamics – reducing energy consumption. The use of plastic for the pump gears in motor oil 

pumps is a new development. Only metal components have been used for this application so 

far. The family owned company Werner Bauser employs around 180 people and is one of the 

market leaders in the manufacture of plastic gears, worm drives, hybrid gears, pump wheels 

and other high-tech plastic components. 

Dr. Wolfgang Seelinger, managing director of Leichtbau BW, said, “The new development in 

plastic molding by Werner Bauser GmbH shows the huge innovative potential of small and 

mid-size enterprises in Baden-Württemberg.” The lightweight and incredibly precise plastic 

pump wheels offer customers a clear benefit through their highly dynamic performance and 

low energy requirements. Werner Bauser GmbH is the only company on the market offering 

the ability to replace metal with plastic in these special components. This competitive edge 

also helps strengthen Baden-Württemberg's position as a location with a high concentration 

of companies and research institutions specialized in lightweight technology. 

Werner Bauser GmbH's plastic pump wheels are the first products to be featured in the 

ThinKing series. To offer innovations in lightweight technology from Baden-Württemberg a 

promotion platform and showcase the diverse usage potential, each month Leichbau BW will 

present a new lightweight innovations from research and industry. The only requirement is 

that the provider must be based in Baden-Württemberg.  

More information:  www.leichtbau-bw.de/en 

  

http://www.leichtbau-bw.de/en
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About Leichtbau BW 

The Development Agency for Lightweighting Baden-Württemberg is one of Baden-

Wuerttemberg’s state agencies for the promotion of industry and science. As a fully stateowned 

and non-profit enterprise, it serves as a neutral point of contact for industry, research and 

society. We support the transfer of technology and knowledge in the area of lightweight 

technology, while helping industries and research institutes search for new partners willing to 

participate in cooperative ventures. 
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Captions: (left) ThinKing logo; image by Leichtbau BW / (right) production center of Werner Bauser GmbH in 
Wehingen. The company with around 180 employees is a market leader in the area of plastic gears, worm drives, 
hybrid gears, pump wheels and other high-tech plastic components; image by Werner Bauser GmbH 

 
If are able to use this information in your own publications, we would be happy if you could let us know 
and/or send us a copy. If you would like an exclusive detailed article or an interview on this topic or a 
specific aspect of this topic, please get in touch. We are happy to assist you or refer you with any 
inquiries you may have. 
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